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Analyzing the biopolymer folding rates and pathways using
kinetic cluster method
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A kinetic cluster method enables us to analyze biopolymer folding kinetics with discrete
rate-limiting steps by classifying biopolymer conformations into pre-equilibrated clusters. The
overall folding kinetics is determined by the intercluster transitions. Due to the complex energy
landscapes of biopolymers, the intercluster transitions have multiple pathways and can have kinetic
intermediates~local free-energy minima! distributed on the intercluster pathways. We focus on the
RNA secondary structure folding kinetics. The dominant folding pathways and the kinetic
partitioning mechanism can be identified and quantified from the rate constants for different
intercluster pathways. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the folding rate can be analyzed
from the interplay between the stabilities of the on-pathway~nativelike! and off-pathway
~misfolded! conformations and from the kinetic partitioning between different intercluster pathways.
The predicted folding kinetics can be directly tested against experiments. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1613255#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The conformations and conformational transitions
biopolymers, such as RNAs, DNAs, and proteins, play cr
cal roles in their biological functions. It is extremely impo
tant to develop a theory that can predict and analyze
kinetics of biopolymer conformational transitions. Unlik
small molecules, biopolymers are mostly flexible chain m
ecules and have a large number of accessible chain co
mations. The large number of chain conformations form
exceedingly complex energy landscape for a biopolymer.
example, a chain molecule can fold and unfold along ma
different routes that connect the initial and final states. Mo
over, due to the complex interplay between entropy and
thalpy, the chain can either fold along smooth downhill fa
pathways, or be trapped by kinetic intermediates~traps! that
must be disrupted in the folding process.1–6 Therefore, in
order to treat realistic biopolymers, a folding kinetics theo
must be able to account for the large number of chain c
formations, the multiple kinetic pathways, and the kine
traps.

Predicting the detailed folding kinetics from the fir
principle analytical calculations is generally not yet possi
for realistic biopolymers. One of the key problems in dev
oping a folding kinetics theory is how to treat the eno
mously large conformational ensemble. For example, we
not able to quantitatively analyze the RNA folding kineti
based on the complete ensemble of RNA secondary st
tures. In this paper, by dividing the full conformational e
semble into several interconnected clusters~the kinetic clus-
ter method!, we develop a rigorous statistical mechanic
framework to predict the detailed RNA secondary struct
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folding kinetics, including the folding and unfolding rate
dominant pathways, possible kinetic intermediates, and
temperature dependence of the folding kinetics. With the
netic cluster method, we can make reliable predictions
the folding kinetics through analytical calculations, and t
predicted results can be directly applied to the experime

A number of studies have applied the master equa
approach to describe the protein and RNA foldi
kinetics.7–19Consider a chain molecule that hasV conforma-
tional states; letPi be the fractional population~probability!
of state i . The time evolution ofPi obeys the following
master equation:

dPi

dt
5(

j
~kj→ i Pj2ki→ j Pi !,

for i 51,2,. . . ,V, whereki→ j andkj→ i are the rate constant
for transitions from statei to j and from j to i , respectively.
The rate constants form the rate matrix. For a given ini
condition of the populational distribution, the population
kinetics P(t)5col (P1(t),P2(t),P3(t), . . . ) is determined
by the linear superposition of the eigenmodes of the r
matrix

P~ t !5 (
m50

V21

Cmnm e2lmt, ~1!

where2lm andnm are themth eigenvalue and eigenvecto
of the rate matrix, respectively, andCm is the coefficient
determined by the initial condition at timet50. Each eigen-
mode (2lm ,nm) represents a kinetic mode of ratelm .

The master equation description of the folding kinetics
general. It considers the full ensemble of the chain con
mational states and accounts for the transitions between
and every pair of the kinetically connected states. Howe
since the number of chain conformationsV increases expo-
il:
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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nentially as the chain length grows, the applicability of t
master equation approach for realistic biopolymers
strongly limited by the large size (V3V) of the rate matrix.
But, if there exist discrete rate-limiting steps for the kine
process, it would be possible to ‘‘renormalize’’ the confo
mational space into a number of clusters. The large ensem
of chain conformations can thus be drastically reduced in
much smaller number of conformational clusters.20–22

Different clusters are separated by the rate-limiti
steps. If the rate-limiting steps involve sufficiently high k
netic barrier, the microstates within each cluster would h
sufficient time to equilibrate and form a macrostate~in local
equilibrium! before crossing the intercluster barriers to en
other ~kinetically neighboring! clusters. The transitions be
tween different clusters~macrostates! determine the overal
folding kinetics of the molecule.

One might use the classical transition state theory to
timate the intercluster rate constants. The classical stan
transition state theory, originally developed for chemical
action dynamics, is based on two assumptions:23 reactants
and products are thermal equilibrium ensembles, and m
ecules that pass through the transition state will procee
the products. The classical transition state theory is not
rectly applicable to the intercluster dynamics in biopolym
folding. First, there are multiple parallel pathways conne
ing different clusters and thus the intercluster kinetics
more convoluted. Second, often the pathways involve kin
intermediates between the clusters. The kinetic intermedi
~and traps! can cause the ‘‘rebounds’’ effect: the molecu
may proceed to cross over an intercluster barrier but t
immediately find itself trapped in a local minima, causing t
molecule to recross the intercluster barrier.

A number of attempts have been made to model the
tercluster kinetics.20–22,24–26In general, two types of method
have been proposed. In the first type of approach, the in
cluster rate is computed based on the transition state with
lowest barrier. For each pair of initial and final states,
optimized pathway is used to estimate the rate constan
the second type of approach, conformations interconvert
through barrierless transitions are classified as a cluster,
the rate constants are calculated based on all the pos
intercluster kinetic pathways. Our present kinetic clus
method is based on the pre-equilibrated macrostates, w
includes the barrierless conformational cluster used in
previous model25,26 as a special subset. So, the present
proach is more general. From the intercluster rate consta
we construct the reduced rate matrix. From the eigenva
and eigenvectors of the reduced rate matrix, we can ana
the folding/unfolding rates and the pathways for the ove
kinetics.

The folding kinetics analysis is often extremely conv
luted due to the large number of possible conformations
pathways and the complex shape of the free-energy la
scape. With the kinetic cluster approach developed here
can find the dominant folding pathways. Also, from the
terplay between the stabilities of the nativelike and the m
folded states and from the kinetic trapping effects, we c
predict the temperature dependence of the folding rate f
analytical calculations. Moreover, the present method may
Downloaded 26 Oct 2003 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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a first step for the development of a method to treat biopo
mer folding kinetics with long chain length. A master equ
tion approach to the long chain folding kinetics has be
limited by the large conformational ensemble, while t
present kinetic cluster method can reduce the large con
mational ensemble into several clusters.

The pre-equilibration and cluster formation have be
observed in previous experiments and compu
simulations,27–38 and the pre-equilibrated macrostates ha
been used to quantitatively analyze the chemical kinetics
other small molecule systems.33–38 The present kinetic clus
ter approach is a systematic and analytical treatment
complex biopolymer folding kinetics, which has strong s
quence dependence, and involves multiple pathways, in
mediates, traps, and networks of clusters. The present kin
cluster approach would be a step forward toward a statist
mechanical framework for theab initio predictions for the
folding rates, pathways, traps~intermediates!, and their tem-
perature dependences from the sequence.

II. KINETIC CLUSTER ANALYSIS FOR BIOPOLYMER
FOLDING KINETICS

A. Intercluster kinetics

We assume that according to the rate-limiting steps,
conformational ensemble can be divided into two clust
denoted byC and N, such that the intracluster transition
(C↔C and N↔N) are much faster than the interclust
transitions (C↔N). We also assume that clusterC hasVC

conformations:C1 ,C2 , . . . ,CVC
, and clusterN hasVN con-

formations:N1 ,N2 , . . . ,NVN
.

In general, there are multiple pathways that can conn
the clusters. We usevC↔N to denote the number of the in
tercluster pathways, and useCi↔Ni to denote thei th path-
way, where conformationsCi and Ni are connected by a
kinetic move. We call such conformationsCi andNi on the
intercluster pathways ‘‘pathway conformations,’’ and call t
other conformations ‘‘nonpathway conformations.’’

Considering thatCi and Ni occupy certain fractiona
populations, the effective contribution of theCi↔Ni path-
way to the overall intercluster transition rates is given by
following equations:

kCi→Ni

eff 5PCi
kCi→Ni

;kNi→Ci

eff 5PNi
kNi→Ci

; ~2!

wherePCi
and PNi

are the fractional populations ofCi and
Ni in the respective clusters and are determined by the
lowing equilibrium distribution:

PCi
5e2(GCi

2GC)/kBT; PNi
5e2(GNi

2GN)/kBT, ~3!

whereGC andGN are the free energy of the conformation
ensemble in clustersC andN, respectively,

GC52kBT lnS (
j 51

VC

e2GCj
/kBTD ;

GN52kBT lnS (
j 51

VN

e2GNj
/kBTD . ~4!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The total intercluster transition rate can be computed as
sum over all thevC↔N pathways

kC→N5 (
i 51

vC↔N

kCi→Ni

eff ; kN→C5 (
i 51

vC↔N

kNi→Ci

eff . ~5!

B. Formation of the kinetic clusters

In general, the clusters should satisfy the condition t
the intracluster transitions are much faster than the interc
ter transitions, such that each cluster is a quasiclosed sys
From Eqs.~2!–~5!, a slow intercluster ratekC→N andkN→C

can arise from~a! small numbervC↔N of the intercluster
pathways;~b! small fractional populationsPCi

and PNi
for

the pathway conformations, i.e., high free energies ofCi

~andNi) in the respective clusters@see Fig. 1~A!#; ~c! small
rate constantskCi→Ni

andkNi→Ci
for each intercluster path

way, i.e., high kinetic barrier betweenCi and Ni @see Fig.
1~B!#.

The pathway conformations effectively form the boun
ary of a cluster in the conformational space. In order fo
cluster to form a pre-equilibrated macrostate, the rates for
~pathway! conformations to escape from the cluster must
small as compared to the rates to enter the cluster. M
ematically, this condition can be expressed by the follow
inequalities for the rate constants related to the pathway c
formationsCi andNi ( i 51,2,. . . ,VC↔N):

(
Nj PN

kCi→Nj
! (

Cj PC
kCi→Cj

; (
Cj PC

kNi→Cj
! (

Nj PN
kNi→Nj

.

~6!

The clusters in Figs. 1~A! and 1~B! represent two differen
scenarios that satisfy the above conditions.

The classification of the conformations into clusters d
pends on the temperature, solvent condition, etc., bec
different conditions may have different rate-limiting ste
that divide the clusters. For example, under a strong fold
condition, the overall relaxation kinetics would be dominat
by the folding process. In this case, the rate-limiting ste
can be~a! the slow steps in the formation of native intracha
contacts and~b! the slow steps in the disruption of non
native contacts. Under conditions that the unfolding proc
becomes dominant, the rate-limiting steps can be the s
disruption of the native contacts.

FIG. 1. Free-energy landscape and the formation of a cluster.~A! The path-
way conformationCi has high free energies and small populations and t
has a slow rate to escape from clusterC; ~B! the intercluster pathways
(Ci→Ni) have high free-energy barriers and slow rates.
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C. Dominant intercluster pathways

Suppose the folded native state is in clusterN. The prob-
ability for a molecule to fold through a pathwayCi→Ni is
determined by the ratiokCi→Ni

eff /kC→N , wherekCi→Ni

eff is the

contribution from theCi→Ni @see Eq.~2!# andkC→N is the
total rate for all the pathways@see Eq.~5!#, and the probabil-
ity for an unfolding reaction through pathwayNi→Ci is de-
termined by the ratiokNi→Ci

eff /kN→C . The dominant pathways

in the overall kinetics are the most probableCi→Ni and
Ni→Ci transitions. SincekCi→Ni

eff , kNi→Ci

eff , andkC→N , kN→C

are strongly temperature dependent@see Eqs.~2!–~5!#, the
dominant pathways can be quite different for different te
peratures.

D. Effect of the kinetic intermediates
on the intercluster kinetics

Due to the complex free-energy landscape of biopo
mers, there may exist kinetic intermediates distributed on
intercluster pathways. These kinetic intermediate play an
portant role in determining the rate and the dominant pa
ways for the intercluster transitions and for the overall kin
ics of the system.

In Fig. 2 we show a schematic one-dimensional fre
energy landscape that involves one kinetic intermed
@Figs. 2~A!–2~C!# and multiple kinetic intermediates@Fig.
2~D!# on an intercluster pathway. Physically, if clusterC
represents a macrostate for non-native conformations
form a deep kinetic trap, Fig. 2~A! shows that after the mol
ecule is detrapped fromC through conformationCi , it im-
mediately finds itself trapped in a local minimuma before
proceeding to fold into the native clusterN ~through, e.g.,
stateNi).

The free-energy landscape and the rate constants re
to a determine thata cannot be treated as a pathway confo
mation in either clusterC or clusterN @see Eq.~6!#. One can
treat the kinetic intermediate as a separate state, and s
the master equation for the multicluster system including
cal minimaa’s as separate states. However, given the la
number of intercluster pathways, such an approach could
computationally difficult and the analysis for the resu
would be quite convoluted in general. Therefore, it is use

s
FIG. 2. An intercluster pathway (Ci↔Ni) that involves one local minimum
ai : ~A! DGb and DGf are on the same order of magnitude;~B! DGb

!DGf ; ~C! DGb50 ~cooperative transition betweenCi andNi); and ~D!
two local minimaai andai8 .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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to derive an analytical expression for the folding rates ba
on simple physical analysis.

1. The folding rate

We use Fig. 2~A! to illustrate the general method. Su
pose the native state is in clusterN; then, the transitionC
→N represents a folding process, and the folding ratekF is
equal to the intercluster transition rate forC→N. As shown
in Fig. 2~A!, since a certain fraction of population that ente
the intermediate statea from stateCi would quickly rebound
to re-enter clusterC, the effective populations for the for
ward folding process would be reduced.

We assume that the intermediate statea is not suffi-
ciently stable to form a deep kinetic trap, and there is thus
significant accumulation in the population for statea
~steady-state approximation!. In this case, the fractiona
population that flows back to clusterC from the statea is
determined by the rate constantskb andkf @see Fig. 2~A!# for
the backward rebound transitions and the forward fold
transitions, respectively:kb /(kf1kb), and the fractional
population that flows into the native clusterN is kf /(kf

1kb). These factors are similar to the transmission coe
cients in the transition state theory for chemical kinetics39

Considering the multiple pathways in the rebound and fo
ing transitions,kb and kf can be the total rate for all th
possible backward rebound transitions~from a) and for all
the possible forward folding transitions~from a), respec-
tively: kb5(Cj PCka→Cj

; kf5(Nj PNka→Nj
.

Considering the distribution of the fractional populatio
PCi

of stateCi in cluster C @see Eq.~3!#, we obtain the
following effective rate constantkCi→N for the folding tran-
sition Ci→N through statea:

kCi→N
(eff) 5PCi

kCi→akf /~kf1kb!. ~7!

The overall folding ratekF is given by the sum over al
the possible pathways betweenC andN:

kF5 (
i 51

vC↔N

kCi→N
(eff) 5 (

i 51

vC↔N

PCi
kCi→akf /~kf1kb!. ~8!

Similarly, the unfolding ratekU for the N→C transition is
given by

kU5 (
i 51

vC↔N

PNi
kNi→akb /~kf1kb!. ~9!

As we will show later in the following sections, Eq.~8! and
Eq. ~9! give quite accurate estimations for the folding a
unfolding rates for the intermediate states-mediated in
cluster transitions.

The above analysis for the rebounds effect on the in
cluster kinetics and the rateskF and kU is based on the as
sumption that the local minimum (a) is not a deep trap and
thus there is no significant trapping of the population. Eq
tion ~8! and Eq. ~9! show thatkF and kU depend on the
intermediatesa through the relative ratiokf /kb rather than
the absolute values ofkf andkb . In terms of the free energie
shown in Figs. 2~A!–2~C!, kF and kU depends only on the
difference in the free-energy barriers,DGf2DGb , not the
absolute values ofDGf ~for the forward transitiona→Ni) or
Downloaded 26 Oct 2003 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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DGb ~for the backward transitiona→Ci). However, if the
barriersDGf andDGb are very high,a would become very
stable and the trapping effect would be significant. In t
deep trapping case, the folding and unfolding ratekF andkU

would depend on the absolute values ofDGf and DGb . In
fact, as the local minimuma becomes deeper, due to th
populational accumulation and the related kinetic pause,
folding and unfolding would be slower.

2. Folding rate and the stability
of the intermediate states

For a schematic one-dimensional free-energy landsc
shown in Fig. 2~A!, we assume that the rate constants
determined by the corresponding kinetic barriers as the
lowing:

kCi→a5e2DGf
(0)/kBT; kf5e2DGf /kBT; kb5e2DGb /kBT.

The rate for the intermediate state-mediated intercluster t
sitions, according to Eq.~8!, is given by

kF5PCi
kCi→a

kf

kf1kb
5PCi

kCi→a kf

e2DGf /kBT1e2DGb /kBT .

~10!

For a fixed~forward! kinetic barrierDGf , a higher bar-
rier DGb for the recrossing transition leads to a reduced r
for the rebound process, which effectively causes a m
productive forward folding process. For a sufficiently lo
barrierDGb!DGf , as shown in Fig. 2~B!, the intermediate
statea can quickly exchange populations with conformatio
(Ci) in clusterC to reach local equilibrium. As a result,a
can be included in clusterC as a pathway conformation. In
the limiting case withDGb→0, as shown in Fig. 2~C!, the
intermediate statea does not exist, and the intercluster tra
sition becomes a cooperative process with no intermedia
The folding rate for the cooperative process iskF

coop

5e2(DGf
(0)

1DGf )/kBT5PCi
kCi→a kF .

From the above expressions forkF and kF
coop, we find

that, for processes with the same total folding barr
DGf

(0)1DGf , the noncooperative process~without a) could
have a faster folding rate than the cooperative processkF

.kF
coop) provided thate2DGf /kBT1e2DGb /kBT,1. Physically,

the above condition requires sufficiently high free-ener
barriersDGf andDGb , i.e., sufficiently stable intermediat
~but not stable enough to become a deep kinetic trap!. The
physical mechanism of such a local minima-mediated fo
ing ‘‘acceleration’’ is due to the slowdown of the reboun
process due to the kinetic barrierDGb for the recrossing, as
compared with the cooperative process with no such kin
barrier (DGb50) for the recrossing process.

The accelerated folding rate due to the entropic effec
the intermediates in the transition states was previou
reported.40 It was found that for different landscapes with th
same uphill barrier barrierDGf

(0) in Fig. 2, stabilization of
the intermediates could lead to a faster folding rate. T
folding acceleration reported in that work is different fro
that reported here: First, we compare different folding p
cesses with the same total folding barrierDGf

(0)1DGf rather
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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than those with the sameDGf
(0) . Second, the acceleration o

folding here is due to the reduced rebounds and the enha
productive folding rather than the enhanced entropic effe
in the transition state ensemble.

We can generalize the above approach to treat proce
involving multiple intermediates between clustersC andN.
For two sequentially distributed intermediatesa and a8
shown in Fig. 2~D!, we consider the following iterative pro
cess: a fraction ofkb8/(kf81kb8) of the population in statea8
would rebound to statea, and a fraction ofkf /(kf1kb) of
such rebound population would refold and re-enter statea8.
Therefore, similar to Eq.~7!, the effective rate constan
kCi→N for the folding transitionCi→N is given by

kCi→N
(eff) 5PCi

kCi→aS kf

kf1kb
D S kf8

kf81kb8
D

3 (
n50

` S kf

kf1kb

kb8

kf81kb8
D n

,

and the total folding rate is given by Eq.~8! with the rate
constantkCi→N

(eff) given above. After simplification, we find

kCi→N
(eff) 5PCi

kCi→akfkb8/@(kf1kb)kf81kbkb8#, from which we

obtain the following condition for the folding acceleratio
~i.e., kCi→N

(eff) , the cooperative folding ratePCi
kCi→a kf kb8):

(kf1kb)kf81kbkb8,1.

III. ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS FOR BIOPOLYMER
FOLDING PROBLEM

A. The model

Our purpose here is twofold:~i! to demonstrate the
implementations of the kinetic cluster method for biopo
mer folding and~ii ! to validate the method through compa
sons with the results from the original exact master equat
with the complete conformational ensemble. We choos
simplified RNA hairpinlike folding model which allows th
formation and disruption of all the possible hairpin confo
mations. We assume that the conformations are stabilize
the~sequence-dependent! stacking interactions, therefore, w
can use stacks (5two adjacent intrachain contacts; see F
3! to describe the conformational states. Unstacked in
chain contacts are unstable and can be disrupted quickly
a result, two conformations that differ by unstacked int
chain contacts are classified as the same conformati
state. To further simplify the calculation, we neglect the lo
entropies. The total free energy of a conformationi , accord-
ing to the nearest model,41,42 is equal to the additive sum o

FIG. 3. A kinetic move is defined as the formation/disruption of a stack~two
adjacent intrachain contacts!: ~x,a,b,y! in ~A! and~x2,x1,y1,y2! in ~B!, or a
stacked contact:~x,y! in ~C!.
Downloaded 26 Oct 2003 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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the free energies for all the constituent stacks:DGi

52(all stacks(DH2TDS), where DS and DH are the en-
tropic and enthalpic change upon the formation of the co
sponding stack, respectively. The native state for a gi
sequence is the state with the lowest free energy.

The methodology developed here does not rely on
particular choice of kinetic moves. However, to be specific
the illustrative computation, we define a kinetic move to
the formation or breaking of a stack or a stacked intrach
contact; see Fig. 3. As shown in the figure, a kinetic mo
corresponds to the addition/deletion of either one stack@see
Figs. 3~A! and 3~B!# or possibly two consecutive stacks@see
Fig. 3~C!#.

We assume that rate constantki→ j for a kinetic move
from statei to statej is determined by the free-energy barri

DGi→ j
‡ for the kinetic move:ki→ j5e2DGi→ j

‡ /kBT. Further-
more, we assume that the formation of a stack is rate lim
by the associated entropic decrease2DS and the disruption
of a stack is rate limited by the associated enthalpic incre
DH. Therefore,DG‡ is equal toTDS and DH for the for-
mation and disruption of a stack, respectively, and the r
constants are given by

ki→ j5~e2DS,e2DH/T!

for the ~formation, disruption! of the stack, ~11!

where we have setkB51 to simplify the notation.
If at temperatureT, the formation/disruption of a stack

e.g., (x,a,b,y) in Fig. 3, is distinctively slow as compare
with the formation/disruption of all other stacks, th
formation/disruption of stack (x,a,b,y) could be a rate-
limiting step. As a result, conformations with and witho
this rate-limiting stack can be classified into two clusters,
illustrated in Fig. 1~B!. Mathematically, for such well-
separated distribution of the rate constants, the rate ma
can be transformed into block form21 such that the confor-
mations within each cluster would have sufficient time
equilibrate before the rate-limiting stack is formed or d
rupted; see Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. The block-form rate matrix for a two-cluster system, where
intracluster transition rates are large and the intercluster transition rate
small ~and sparsely distributed!. The column and row indexes represent t
conformational states.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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We allow the formation of all possible stacks, native
non-native, in the folding/unfolding processes. A stack
called native if the particular stack exists in the native sta
and is called non-native otherwise. For the folding kinet
~a! the formation of a native stack with very large entrop
reduction2DS is slow @see Eq.~11!# and is an on-pathway
rate-limiting step;~b! the disruption of a non-native stac
with very high enthalpic barrierDH is slow @see Eq.~11!#
and is an off-pathway rate-limiting step. In general, for
given RNA sequence, we can identify the folding ra
limiting steps by examining theDS andDH parameters for
all the possible stacks and other structural units. The for
tion of native structure with largeDS values is on-pathway
rate-limiting steps, and the non-native structures with la
DH are off-pathway rate-limiting kinetic traps.

We choose a 16-nt RNA hairpin-forming chain, and a
sume a uniform entropic and enthalpic changes for the
mation of all stacks: (2DS0 ,2DH0)5(25,22), except
for those special rate-determining stacks with distinctiv
larger enthalpic or entropic parameters. We denote the
tropy and enthalpy parameters for the special rate-limit
stacks asDH* andDS* . For RNA secondary structures un
der 1M NaCl salt condition, the sequence-dependent ent
pic and entropic parameters for different stacks have b
measured experimentally,41 but here we use the simplifie
values for the purpose of model illustration, though t
method developed here can be directly applied to reali
RNA molecules by using the realistic enthalpy and entro
parameters. For a 16-nt hairpin chain here, there are to
391 stack-based hairpin conformational states. For the
thalpic and entropic parameters that we use, the native s
ture is a hairpin structure with a helical stem of seven c
secutive stacks@see Fig. 5~A!#.

We will apply the kinetic cluster method to thorough
investigate the following representative folding scenarios
the simplified 16-nt chain model: folding with one on
pathway rate-limiting step, folding with one off-pathway k

FIG. 5. ~A! The native state and~B! the 35 intercluster pathways. ClustersN
and C are for the conformations with and without the rate-limiting sta
@shaded in~A!#.
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netic trap and folding with two different on-pathway rat
limiting steps. The purpose of the third model calculation
to illustrate the application of the kinetic cluster analysis to
multiple rate-limiting steps folding process. Our strategy
to design different folding pathways by assigning differe
energy and entropy parameters (DH* andDS* ) for the de-
signed rate-determining stacks. For realistic RNA molecu
such an approach can effectively corresponds to the de
of different sequences. For each designed model seque
the kinetic cluster results will be tested against the ex
solutions from the exact master equations for the comp
391 chain conformations.

B. Folding and unfolding kinetics with an on-pathway
rate-limiting step

As shown in Fig. 5~A!, we assume that the formation o
the stack ~5,6,11,12! involves a large entropic decreas
DS* (.DS): (2DS* ,2DH* )5(215,26). For the given
entropy and enthalpy parameters, the heat capacity me
curve shows43–46 a single melting transition at the meltin
temperatureTm50.4. We first investigate the kinetics at tem
peratureT50.2 (,Tm). The native state has a fraction
population of 98% atT50.2. Therefore, the relaxation pro
cess is predominantly a folding process.

1. Kinetic clusters

Because theDS* and DH* are larger thanDS0 and
DH0 , respectively, according to Eq.~11!, the formation/
disruption of the native stack~5,6,11,12! is distinctively
slower than the formation/disruption of other stacks.
shown in Fig. 6, the rate matrix can be transformed into
block form, and the conformations can be classified as
clusters:N and C for conformations with and without the
rate-limiting stack~5,6,11,12!. ClustersC and N have VC

5353 andVN538 conformations, respectively.

2. Intercluster kinetics

There arevC↔N535 intercluster pathways, each corr
sponding to the addition or deletion of stack~5,6,11,12!.
Most pathways have rate constants (e2DS* ,e2DH* /T)
5(e215,e230) for the ~formation, disruption! of the
~5,6,11,12! stack; other pathways involve the simultaneo
formation/disruption of two stacks@e.g., C4→N4 in Fig.
5~B!; see also Fig. 3~C!# and thus have much slower rate
(e2(DS01DS* ),e2(DH01DH* )/T)5(e217,e242.5). Equations
~2!–~5! give the intercluster rate constantskC→N52.088
310210 and kN→C56.3310216. Under the folding condi-
tion T50.2, the folding ratekF5kC→N is much larger than
the unfolding ratekU5kN→C and the relaxation ratekR is
determined bykR5kC→N1kN→C.2.088310210.

The above kinetic cluster analysis can be tested by
rigorous master equation approach for the complete con
mational ensemble of the 391 states. By diagonalizing
3913391 rate matrix, we find that the first four nonze
eigenvalues are 2.087310210, 2.2731026, 4.8831026, and
5.1731026. Because there exists a large gap between
first and the second nonzero eigenvalue, the relaxation ki
ics is predominantly determined by the slowest mode wit
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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rate constant of 2.087310210, which is in very good agree
ment with the resultkR.2.088310210 computed above
from the kinetic cluster analysis.

3. Folding pathways

We assume that the chain is initially in the fully e
tended conformation. After an initial quick equilibration, th
VC5353 conformations within clusterC form a kinetic in-
termediate before folding to clusterN. There are ten stable
conformations each with free energyG525, which is much
lower than the next lowest free energyG524 with a gap of
5 kBT.

The ten kinetic intermediates contain no native conta
and so they appear as off-pathway kinetic traps in the po
lational kinetics in Fig. 7. However, since the detrappi
from these intermediates are faster than the formation of
rate-limiting stack~5,6,11,12!, the ten intermediates are ne
ther off-pathway kinetic traps nor obligatory on-pathway
termediates, because they are not pathway conformat
Therefore,the disruption of a non-native kinetic intermedia
is not necessarily an off-pathway rate-limiting step.

The most probable pathway is found to beC35→N35 due
to the low free energy~and large fractional population! of

FIG. 6. The transformed block-form rate matrix obtained by sorting con
mational states into two distinctive groups~clusters! such that the intraclus-
ter transition rates are large and the intercluster transition rates are
~and sparsely distributed!.
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stateC35. About 95% of the populations fold through th
most probable pathway. The most probable folding pathw
are dependent on the initial state. For example, the fold
for an initial state within the native clusterN would be fast
intracluster equilibration.

Figure 8 gives the folding, unfolding, and the relaxati
rate for a broad temperature range. The kinetic clus
method gives quite accurate results as compared with
results from the exact 3913391 rate matrix.

C. Folding with an off-pathway kinetic trap

We assume that the non-native stack~2,3,6,7! is stabi-
lized by a large enthalpic decreaseDH* .DH0 : (2DS* ,
2DH* )5(22,23.4). Therefore, the disruption of non
native stack~2,3,6,7! is an off-pathway rate-limiting step du
to the large enthalpic barrierDH* . The thermal melting
curve shows43–46 a single peak at the melting temperatu
Tm50.4. We consider the folding process atT50.2,Tm . At
T50.2, the native state@see Fig. 5~A!# occupies a fractiona
population of 92.3%, and thus the relaxation process is p
dominantly a folding process. As a result, the relaxation r
is approximately equal to the folding ratekF .

-

all

FIG. 7. The population kinetics solved from the exact master equation
the complete conformational ensemble for the folding from the fully e
tended state. The dashed line is for the population of each of the ten ki
intermediates, and the dotted line is for the total population of the ten in
mediates.

FIG. 8. The temperature dependence of the folding ratekF ~dashed line! and
the unfolding rateku ~dashed line! solved from the kinetic cluster analysis
The solid line and the symbols are for the relaxation ratekF1ku solved from
the cluster model and from the master equation, respectively.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1. Kinetic clusters

The breaking of the non-native stack~2,3,6,7! with a rate
constant ofe2DH* /T5e217 is much slower than both th
disruption rate e2DH0 /T5e210 and the formation rate
e2DS05e25 for all the other stacks. Therefore, all conform
tions with the stack~2,3,6,7! would form a pre-equilibrated
clusterC, and the disruption of the stack~2,3,6,7! in these
conformations are the rate-limiting steps in the folding p
cess.

We note that the formation rate for the rate-limiting sta
e2DS* 5e22 for stack~2,3,6,7! is faster than the disruption
and the formation rate for all other stacks. Therefore, it is
appropriate to classify all the conformations without t
~2,3,6,7! stack as a pre-equilibrated cluster, because th
conformations may form the~2,3,6,7! stack and thus escap
the cluster quickly; as a result, conformations without t
~2,3,6,7! stack do not form a quasiclosed system and
conditions in Eq.~6! for the formation of a cluster is no
satisfied. However, the folding rate, which is essentia
equal to the rate for the detrapping from clusterC, is mainly
determined by the populational distribution of the trapp
conformations in clusterC, not the distribution of the con
formations outside clusterC. Therefore, we can compute th
folding rate from the inter-‘‘cluster’’ transitions: clusterC
→ ~all the conformations outside clusterC). In addition, due
to the large rate for the formation of the~2,3,6,7! stack, con-
formations detrapped from clusterC could quickly return to
clusterC. Such ‘‘rebounds’’ effect would play an importan
role in the folding kinetics.

2. Detrapping kinetics

We useN to denote the ensemble of conformations o
side clusterC, i.e., all the conformations without the stac
~2,3,6,7!. There areVC56 conformations in clusterC and
vC→N56 corresponding detrapping pathways; see Fig.
Without considering the rebounds effect, the total detrapp
ratekC→N is determined by Eq.~5! as the sum over the si
pathways.

We use the detrapping pathwayC6→N6 to illustrate the
calculation. The transitionC6→N6 has a rate constant o
kC6→N6

5e2DH/T5e217 for the breaking of the~2,3,6,7!
stack. To account for the rebounds effect, we note thatN6 is
connected to 25 kinetically neighboring states through
different pathways. Among these 25 kinetically neighbori

FIG. 9. The detrapping pathways for the six trapped states.
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states, one (C6) is in the trapping clusterC and the other 24
are outsideC. The pathway (stateN6)→(stateC6) for the
formation of the~2,3,6,7! stack is the recrossing transitio
and has a rate constant ofkb

(N6)
5e2DS* 5e22. Among the

other 24 pathways, 23 pathways correspond to the diffe
ways to add a stack toN6 with a rate constant ofe2DS0 and
one pathway corresponds to the disruption of the~1,2,15,16!
stack with a rate constant ofe2DH0 /T. The total rate for the
detrapping through stateN6 is given by the sum for the 24
pathways:kf

(N6)
523•e2DS01e2DH0 /T523•e251e210.

According to Eq.~7!, for a folding process starting from
stateC6 , a fraction of kf

(N6)/(kb
(N6)

1kf
(N6))553.5% of the

population would fold to conformations inN. The remaining
46.5% of the population would recross the barrier and
come retrapped in clusterC before refolding to the detrappe
ensembleN. Therefore, the effective rate of detrapping fro
clusterC through routeC6→N6→ ~ensembleN) is given by

Eq. ~7!: kC6→N
(eff) 5(PC6

)kC6→N6
kf

(N6)/(kb
(N6)

1kf
(N6))54.41

31029. According to Eq.~8!, the total rate forC→N is
determined by the sum for all six trapped conformatio
C12C6 in Fig. 9: kF5( i 51

6 kCi→N
(eff) 51.0731028. Under the

strong folding conditionT50.2, the unfolding ratekU is
small, and the relaxation rate.kF51.0731028. This result
is in close agreement with the exact master equation re
which gives a lowest nonzero eigenvalue of 1.0131028.

3. The importance of the rebounds effect
and the dominant detrapping pathways

kCi→N ~without the rebounds effect! 50.005 57, 0.827,
0.827, 0.827, 0.827, 0.827 (31028) for i 51,2,3,4,5,6, re-
spectively, andkCi→N

(eff) ~with the rebounds effect! 50.003 54,

0.000 277, 0.0751, 0.213, 0.34, 0.44 (31028) for i
51,2,3,4,5,6, respectively. The total rate is 4.1431028 with-
out the rebounds effect and 1.0731028 with the rebounds
effect. The neglect of the rebounds effect indeed cause
significant inaccuracy in predicting the transition rates.

FIG. 10. The transformed block-form rate matrix obtained by sorting c
formational states into four distinctive groups~clusters!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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addition, from the largestkCi→N
(eff) values, we find that the

dominant contributions for the detrapping of statesC4 , C5

andC6 .

D. Two on-pathway high barriers

In this section, we show how to treat a network of clu
ters in the presence of multiple rate-limiting steps. We
sume that the formation of native stacks~2,3,14,15! and
~5,6,11,12! are limited by the large entropic costDS*
(.DS0): (2DS* ,2DH* )5(215,26), so the formation
of ~2,3,14,15! and~5,6,11,12! are rate-limiting in the folding
process. For the given parameters, the melting tempera
of the molecule is found43–46 to be Tm50.4. We consider
kinetics at temperatureT50.25 (,Tm).

1. Kinetic clusters

The conformational space can be classified into the
lowing four clusters:C for the 275 conformations with nei
ther of the two stacks formed,C8 for the 78 conformations
with only stack~2,3,14,15! formed,C9 for the 30 conforma-
tions with only stack~5,6,11,12! formed, andN for the eight
conformations with both stacks formed. The native state@see
Fig. 5~A!# is in clusterN, and the fully unfolded state is in
clusterC. The existence of the four clusters is evident fro
the block-form rate matrix shown in Fig. 10, such that t
intracluster transition rates are notably higher than
~sparse! intercluster transition rates.

2. Intercluster kinetics

The folding process from clusterC to clusterN can be
represented by two parallel pathways:C↔C8↔N and
C↔C9↔N. The folding kinetics can be solved from th
master equation for the four-state system (C, C8, C9, and
N). The key is to compute the 434 rate matrix for the tran-
sition rates between different clusters.
he
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There arevC↔C9526 pathways connecting conforma
tions in clustersC andC9, each corresponding to the add

tion and deletion of the~5,6,11,12! with rate e2DS* 5e215

ande2DH* /T5e224, respectively. Equations~2!–~5! give the
following intercluster transition rates:kC→C956.38310210

andkC9→C52.02310211.
Equations~2! and ~5! give the following most probable

pathways for C↔C9: C4→C29 ;C9→C69 ;C10→C39 ;C5

→C49 , each with a rate constant of 1.37310210. Therefore,
among the 26 pathways, the probability for the molecule
take one of the above four pathways is 1.37310210/6.38
310210521.5%, and thus about 4321.5%586% of the
C→C9 transitions are through these four pathways.

Using the similar analysis, we can compute the intercl
ter rate constants and pathways for the other clusters,
obtain the following 434 rate matrix for the four-cluste
system:

FIG. 11. The lines are for the first three nonzero eigenvalues of the 434
rate matrix for the four-cluster system forT50.2– 1. The symbols are for
the first three nonzero eigenvalues of the original 3913391 rate matrix for
the complete conformational ensemble.
F 28.5431029 7.9031029 6.38310210 0.0

1.49310211 22.3431029 0.0 2.3331029

2.02310211 0.0 23.90431028 3.90231028

0.0 1.89310212 1.89310212 23.78310212

G ,
res
ki-
the

er-
r
nal
where the row a the order ofC, C8, C9, andN. The above
rate matrix has the following eigenvalues:

2l050; 2l1522.3231029; 2l2528.5631029;

2l3523.9031028. ~12!

From the eigenvector analysis,17 we find that the kinetic
modes forl1 , l2 , andl3 correspond to the~rate-limiting!
transitionsC8→N, C→C8, andC9→N, respectively. This
is consistent with the following relationships between t
eigenvalues and the intercluster rate constants:l1.kC8→N

1kN→C8 , l2.kC→C81kC8→C , andl3.kC9→N1kN→C9 .
Figure 11 shows that for a wide range of temperatu
(T50.25– 2.0), the relaxation rates obtained from the
netic cluster analysis agrees with the eigenvalues for
original 3913391 rate matrix.

3. Folding pathways

Initially, the 275 conformations within clusterC quickly
equilibrate and are distributed according to their free en
gies. As a result, the four most stable states in clusteC
would appear as kinetic intermediates in the populatio
kinetics.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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From the two lowest eigenmodesl1 and l2 , we find
that the major folding pathway isC→C8 (rate5l2) fol-
lowed byC8→N (rate5l1). Furthermore, according to th
dominant pathways forC→C8 and C8→N, we obtain the
two parallel most probable folding pathways as shown
Fig. 12.

A notable feature of the dominant pathways is the
sence of theC→C9 transition. One might expect that tw
parallel pathways,C→C8→N andC→C9→N, would have
equal probability because they have exactly the sametotal
kinetic barrier 2TDS* , whereTDS* is the kinetic barrier for
the formation of either stack~2,3,14,15! or stack~5,6,11,12!.
However, the kinetic partitioning is not only determined
the total barrier along the pathway, but also determined
the distribution of the barriers along the pathways.

Physically, becausekC→C8@kC→C9 , clusterC9 is pro-
duced much more slowly than clusterC8, and thus the popu
lation in clusterC9 does not accumulate significantly. As
result, most of the population would fold along theC→C8
→N pathway. According to intercluster rate constants~see
the 434 rate matrix above for the four-cluster system!, the
relative populational partitioning for the folding alongC
→C8 and for the folding alongC→C9 is approximately
kC→C8 /kC→C957.9031029/6.38310210512.38.

From the populational kinetics for each cluster@see Fig.
13~A!# we find a well-populated transient accumulation f
clusterC8, while there is virtually no populational accumu
lation for clusterC9 during the folding process. Furthermor
in Fig. 13~B!, we show the net flux for transitionsC→C8,
C8→N, C→C9 and C9→N: PC→C8(t)5*0

t (PC(t8)
3kC→C82PC8(t8)3kC8→C)dt8, etc. We find that the fluxes

FIG. 12. The most probable folding pathways fromC to N.

FIG. 13. ~A! The population kinetics of each cluster.~B! The net flux for the
cluster transitions.
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for transitionsC→C8 andC8→N are much larger than the
fluxes forC→C9 andC9→N. These results confirm that th
dominant pathway isC→C8→N.

IV. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE FOLDING RATE

From Eqs.~2!–~5!, the intercluster transition ratekC→N

can be written in the following form:

( i 51
VC↔NkCi→Ni

~Pi /Ppath!

11~Pnonpath/Ppath!
, ~13!

where kCi→Ni
is the rate constant for the transitionCi

→Ni , GCi
is the free energy of stateCi , and the ratio

Pi /Ppath5e2GCi
/T/ (

j 51

VC↔N

e2GCj
/T, ~14!

is the fractional population of thei th pathway conformation,
and the ratio

Pnonpath/Ppath5 (
j 511VC↔N

VC

e2GCj
/T/ (

j 51

VC↔N

e2GCj
/T, ~15!

is the relative population between the nonpathway and
pathway conformations in clusterC.

From Eq.~13!, the temperature dependence of the fo
ing ratekF comes from the following two factors:

~1! Pnonpath/Ppath for the relative population between th
pathway and nonpathway conformations. A larger pop
lation of the available pathway conformations wou
give a larger total intercluster folding rate. Moreove
larger energy gap between the pathway and nonpath
conformations leads to a stronger temperature dep
dence ofPnonpath/Ppath and thus a stronger temperatu
dependence of the folding rate.

~2! The heterogeneity in the population of pathway conf
mations, as quantified by the fractional distributio
Pi /Ppath for each pathway conformationCi ( i
51,2,. . . ,VC↔N). If different intercluster transitions
Ci→Ni have the same rate constantkCi→Ni

5k0 , the
temperature dependence due toPi /Ppath vanishes be-
cause( i 51

VC↔N(kCi→Ni
)(Pi /Ppath)5k0 is a constant.

In general, different pathway conformations can ha
different rate constants, e.g., pathwayi may have slower rate
than pathwayj : kCi→Ni

,kCj→Nj
. In such case, if energyEi

of conformationi is higher than energyEj of conformation
j , the relative population between conformationi and j is
Pi /Pj;e2(Ei2Ej )/T would increase as temperature increas
causing a higher probability to fold through the slow pa
way Ci→Ni , and thus a slower folding rate.

The above two factors are determined by the free-ene
landscapes of the molecule. Different free-energy la
scapes, e.g., due to different sequences, can have very d
ent temperature dependence of the folding kinetics. Mu
tions can cause different effects forPnonpath/Ppath and for
Pi /Ppath, and the interplay between these two factors lea
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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to complex sequence dependence for the temperature de
dence of the folding kinetics. For example, mutations c
change the folding rate by altering the relative stability a
hence the relative distribution (Pnonpath/Ppath) for the path-
way and nonpathway conformations in clusterC. Since the
predominant majority of the nonpathway conformations c
tains non-native stacks, stabilization of the non-native sta
can lead to more populated~misfolded! nonpathway confor-
mations, causing a largerPnonpath/Ppath ~and a smaller fold-
ing rate kF). Moreover, the stabilization of the misfolde
conformations in clusterC may cause the formation of meta
stable misfolded kinetic intermediates. The interplay of th
two effects would cause a slower folding in general.

Similarly, destabilization of the non-native stacks lea
to a smaller population of the nonpathway conformatio
~i.e., smallerPnonpath/Ppath) and thus a faster folding. Fo
example, in the aforementioned folding model with one o
pathway rate-limiting step, if the entropy and enthalpy p
rameter of a non-native stack is changed from (2DS0 ,
2DH0)5(25,22) to (2DSn ,2DHn)5(27,21.40), a
non-native stack would be destabilized by a free-ene
change of (DHn2TDSn)2(DH02TDS0)51 at tempera-
ture T50.2 and we expect an accelerated folding. Inde
our kinetic cluster analysis shows that the folding ratekF is
significantly increased from 2.087310210 to 7.5931028.

The correlation between the folding speed and the r
tive stability between the native and non-native stacks wo
help explain and design mutational folding kinetics expe
ments. In the what follows, based on the 16-nt RNA hair
model in Fig. 5~A!, we investigate the temperature depe
dence of the folding rate for four mutated model systems

A. The formation of native stack „6,7,10,11…
as a rate-limiting step

Among the 341 conformations in clusterC, there are
VC↔N550 pathway conformations. All 50 intercluster pat
ways are for the formation of the rate-limiting stac

~6,7,10,11! with the rate constantk05e2DS* . Therefore, ac-
cording to Eq.~13!, the temperature dependence ofkF comes
from the factorPnonpath/Ppath. Figures 14~I! and 14~II ! show
the results for two different models.

In Fig. 14~I!, we assume (2DS0 ,2DH0)5(23.0,
210.0) for all the native stacks except for the rate-limiti
stack ~6,7,10,11! which has (2DS* ,2DH* )5(212.0,
240.0), and we assume (2DSn ,2DHn)5(23.0,23.0) for
all the non-native stacks. As shown in the figure, asT in-
creases, the nonpathway conformations become more
more stable relative to the pathway conformations, causin
monotonically decreasing folding rate.

Figure 14~II ! shows the kinetics for a similar model wit
a different set of parameters: (2DS0 ,2DH0)5(23.0,
26.0), (2DS* ,2DH* )5(212.0,224.0), and (2DSn ,
2DHn)5(24.0,25.8). The relative stability of the non
pathway conformations first increases then decreases asT is
increased, causing aV-shapedkF versusT curve.
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B. The formation of stack „5,6,11,12…
as a rate-limiting step

In this case, there exist two clustersN andC for confor-
mational with and without the~5,6,11,12! stack, respectively.
There areVC5353 conformations in clusterC and VN

538 conformations in clusterN. There areVC5353 confor-
mations in clusterC, andVC↔N535 of these conformations
are pathway conformations. Unlike the model wi
~6,7,10,11! as the rate-limiting stack, the current model i
volves inhomogeneous rate constants for different interc
ter pathways. There are 32 pathways for the formation of
rate-limiting stack~5,6,11,12!. Each of these 32 pathway
has a rate constant ofk15e2DS* . The remaining three path
ways correspond to the formation of two consecutive sta
@see Fig. 3~C!#: the ~5,6,11,12! stack and a non-rate-limiting
native stack. Each of these three pathways has a rate con
of k25e2(DS* 1DS). In this case, bothPnonpath/Ppath and
Pi /Ppath for each pathway conformationCi ( i 51,2,. . . ,
VC↔N) would contribute to the temperature dependence
kF . The combination ofPnonpath/Ppath andPi /Ppath can give
very complexkF versusT behavior. Figures. 14~III ! and~IV !
show the results for two different models.

In Fig. 14~III !, we assume (2DS0 ,2DH0)5(23.0,
210.0), (2DS* ,2DH* )5(212.0,240.0), (2DSn ,
2DHn)5(23.0,23.0). The factorPnonpath/Ppath, shows a
V-shape behavior as a function ofT, which alone would tend
to cause aL shape~increasing then decreasing! of the fold-
ing rate. However, thePi /Ppath factor tends to cause mono
tonically faster folding for higher temperatures. This is b
cause the conformationsCi on the 32 fast-folding pathway
~with ratek1) become more stable than the slow-folding co
formations, soPi /Ppath is larger for the fast-folding confor-
mations. The combination of the above two factors leads
monotonically increasing folding rate.

In Fig. 14~IV !, we assume (2DS0 ,2DH0)5(28.0,
210.0), (2DS* ,2DH* )5(215.0,240.0), (2DSn ,
2DHn)5(23.0,23.0). The Pnonpath/Ppath factor, which
shows an invertedN shape, dominates over thePi /Ppath fac-
tor, causing aN shape for thekF versusT curve.

V. APPLICATION TO REALISTIC RNA
FOLDING KINETICS

For a realistic RNA hairpin-forming sequence, the clu
tering is so complex that any method based on simple
spection of the rate constants becomes impossible. The
energies and the rate matrix can be constructed by using
experimentally measured enthalpy and entropy paramete41

DH and DS for all possible base stacks. The sequence
the native structure of the hairpin-forming RNA are shown
in Fig. 15~A!. There are totally 879 native and non-nativ
structures for this sequence.

After examining the enthalpies and entropies for the f
mation for all the possible different base stacks, we find t
there are two on-pathway rate-limiting steps correspond
to the formation of the native stacks (3,4,18,1
5(U,C,G,A) and (5,6,16,17)5(G,A,U,C), respectively,
and two off-pathway rate-limiting steps, corresponding to
disrupting of the non-native stacks (5,6,11,1
5(G,A,U,C), and (11,12,18,19)5(U,C,G,A). According
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 14. ~A! The temperature depen
dence of folding ratekF ~dashed line!,
unfolding rateku ~dotted line!, and the
relaxation rate kF1ku ~solid line!
solved from the kinetic cluster
method. The filled square symbol rep
resents the lowest nonzero eigenvalu
of the original 3913391 rate matrix.
~B! The temperature of folding ratekF

~solid line! and the ratioPnonpath/Ppath

for the populations of the misfolded
state and the on-pathway state~dashed
line!.
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FIG. 15. ~A! The native structure for a realistic RNA hairpin-forming s
quence.~B! The populational kinetics for a folding reaction atT530 °C.
Kinetics for clusters~cluster 2, 3, 4, and 5! whose fractional population
never exceeds 10% are not shown in the figure.~C! The network of kinetic
pathways between different clusters. The completely unfolded state
cluster 1 and the native state is in cluster 7.
Downloaded 26 Oct 2003 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
to these rate-limiting steps, the conformation space can
classified into the following seven clusters: cluster 1 for t
586 conformations without any of the four stacks forme
cluster 2 for the 105 conformations with stack~3,4,18,19!,
cluster 3 for the 51 conformations with stack~5,6,11,12!,
cluster 4 for the 76 conformations with stack~5,6,16,17!,
cluster 5 for the 36 conformations with stack~11,12,18,19!,
cluster 6 for the five conformations with both stac
~3,4,18,19! and ~5,6,11,12!, and cluster 7 for the 20 confor
mations with both stacks~3,4,18,19! and ~5,6,16,17!. The
native state is in cluster 7, the fully unfolded state is in clu
ter 1, and there are three misfolded traps: cluster 3, 5 an
We consider a folding process starting from the complet
unfolded state incluster 1 atT530 °C. The chain initially
undergoes fast equilibration to form the quasiequilibriu
cluster 1. After the initial formation of the cluster 1, the cha
would fold to the native state which has a fractional popu

in
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tion of 85% in the final equilibrium state by different pat
ways. As shown in Fig. 15~C!, some of the folding
population will directly cross the on-pathway rate-limitin
step,~e.g., pathway 1→2→7 and 1→4→7), and some of
the population will undergo trapping and detrapping p
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cesses before folding to the native state by crossing the
pathway rate limiting step~e.g., 1→5→1→4→7, 1→3
→6→2→7, etc.!

Using Eqs.~2!–~5!, we obtain the 737 rate matrixk for
the seven-cluster system
3
242.0 18.6 2.00 7.16 14.2 0.0 0.0

2.01 21.0233103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.213 1.0213103

29.4 0.0 258.5 0.0 0.0 29.1 0.0

2.98 0.0 0.0 27.933102 0.0 0.0 7.903102

3.66 0.0 0.0 0.0 23.66 0.0 0.0

0.0 29.4 29.4 0.0 0.0 258.8 0.0

0.0 0.493 0.0 9.8831022 0.0 0.0 20.592
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where matrix elementki j ( iÞ j ) is the rate constant for th
transition from clusteri to cluster j . The above rate matrix
has the following eigenvalues in the increasing order:

l050; l152.30; l2527.6; l3544.5;

l4588.5; l557.933102; l651.023103. ~16!

Using the eigenvector analysis,17 we can identify the ki-
netic modes for each of the eigenvalues. For example,
lowest nonzero eigenvaluel1 corresponds to the intercluste
transition 5→1 for the detrapping of the stack~11,12,18,19!,
l2 corresponds to the detrapping of stack~5,6,11,12!, andl3

corresponds to the formation of the on-pathway rate-limit
stacks~3,4,18,19! and ~5,6,16,17!. From the rate matrix, we
can also estimate fractional population for each pathw
starting from cluster 1.

~1! Cluster 1→cluster 5 ~misfolded!: k15/(2k11)534%,
which means about 34% population will be first mi
folded into cluster 5 before detrapping~eigenmodel1).
Moreover, sincek15.k51, we would expect kinetic ac
cumulation in cluster 5.

~2! Cluster 1→cluster 3 ~misfolded!: k13/(2k11)55%,
which implies that about 5% of the population wou
first fold into cluster 3.

~3! Cluster 1→cluster 2 ~on-pathway! and cluster 1
→cluster 4 ~on-pathway!: (k121k14)/(2k11)561%.
Since cluster 2 is kinetically connected to the misfold
trapping clusters 3 and 6, the fractional population
the folding without being trapped would be less th
61%. And the fraction population for the folding throug
the trapping–detrapping processes would be more t
5%. Moreover, becausek27@k12 andk47@k14, the frac-
tion of population in clusters 2 and 4 would quickly fo
into the native cluster 7. As a result, there is no sign
cant kinetic accumulation of population in clusters
and 4.
e

g

y

r

n

-

According to Eqs.~16! and~1!, we obtain the population
for the native cluster 7:Pcluster7(t)5Pcluster7

eq 20.40e2l1t

20.156e2l2t20.462e2l3t, wherePcluster7
eq 50.999 is equilib-

rium population of cluster 7. Because the fractional popu
tion of the native state in cluster 7 isPnative state

eq /Pcluster7
eq

50.85, we obtain the following native populational kinetic
Pnative state

eq 50.8520.33e2l1t20.13e2l2t20.39e2l3t. In Fig.
15~B!, we plot the populational kinetics curves for the nati
state and for all the 7 clusters. Indeed, we find that cluste
is a kinetic intermediates while cluster 2 and 4 do not sh
significant kinetic accumulation, which agrees well with t
analysis.

To validate our kinetic cluster analysis, we have a
solved the eigenmodes for the original 8793879 rate matrix
for the complete 879 conformational states. The first se
eigenvalues are

l0850; l1852.27; l28527.5; l38543.8;

l48588.1; l5857.923102; l6851.023103. ~17!

We find that the first seven eigenvalues of the 8793879 rate
matrix agree nearly exactly with the above eigenvalues
the 737 rate matrix for the intercluster kinetics. Furthe
more, the native populational kinetics solved from the ori
nal 8793879 rate matrix is given byPnative state

eq 50.85

20.34e2l18t20.13e2l28t20.38e2l38t, which also agrees very
well with results from the cluster analysis.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

We have developed a kinetic cluster method to anal
the folding rates and folding pathways. The method is ba
on the classification of the conformational ensemble i
clusters. Different clusters are separated by high kinetic b
riers, and thus conformation in each cluster can p
equilibrate before crossing the intercluster barriers. In ter
of the clusters, the overall kinetic process can be represe
as the intercluster transitions.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Our intercluster transition rate calculation accounts
the effect of multiple pathways and the effect of possi
local minima on the free-energy landscape between the c
ters. We are able to identify the dominant pathways from
intercluster kinetic analysis. In addition, we found that f
nontrapping local minima, the increase of the stability m
accelerate the folding process.

Conformations can be classified into different clusters
different temperature regimes. For example, if the format
of a native stackn causes a large entropic lossDSn* , con-
formations without the rate-limiting stackn would form a
pre-equilibrated clusterC. If there exists a non-native stac
nn that requires a large enthalpic costDHnn* for disruption,
then for low temperaturesT,DHnn* /DSn* , the barrierDHnn*
~for the breaking ofnn) would exceeds the barrierTDSn*
~for the formation ofn), and thus the disruption of the mis
folded conformations with stacknn is slower than the for-
mation of the rate-limiting native stackn. As a result, con-
formations with stacknn must be separated out from clust
C to form a separate cluster. However, for temperatureT
.DHnn* /DSn* , the misfolded conformations with stacknn
can quickly equilibrate with other conformations in clust
C, and thus need not be treated as a separate cluster.

Moreover, within a given temperature regime, the co
formations can be classified as the same set of clusters
the folding rate can be quite different for different tempe
tures. Based on the kinetic cluster analysis, we are abl
analyze the temperature dependence of the folding and
folding rate from the relative stability between the pathw
conformations and the nonpathway conformations and
between different pathway conformations. The ability to p
dict and to analyze the temperature dependence of the
ing rate would greatly enable us to design sequences
specific temperature dependence of the folding rate.

For all the sequences and energy landscapes tha
have investigated, we found that the quasiequilibrium con
tion was satisfied for all the conformations within the clu
ters. We assume that the intracluster transitions are fas
that fast equilibration between conformations can be re
ized. For conformations that cannot be directly conver
through a single kinetic move, we assume that there exist
routes through multiple~fast! kinetic moves to connect thes
conformations. In fact, such fast intracluster routes have b
identified for a number of conformations that we have exa
ined.

The present theory has been illustrated by the comp
tion with the simple hairpin-forming molecules. For the pu
pose of illustrating the principle of the method, we used s
plified models, but the kinetic cluster theory developed h
is general and can be developed to treat the folding probl
of complex biopolymers with realistic chain length.
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